
 

We now consider the discrete LQR problem with a running
cost on the state We also let the final state be free but
penalize it as well

N i

min zxntsnxn.tt I xEQXr vieRua
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subj to X AXk Buk

we require that Sw Sf 20 Q 0520 12 1520
Also the A B Q AR could be time varying but we don't

do that here for simplicity

11As motivation consider a spacecraft trying to regulate its

state or drive it close to 0 TY

I

HE x

The goal of the spacecraft 52 is to stay close to Si

and use little control doing so Furthermore 52 doesn't have

a powerful flight computer such that it prefers a simple
feedback control law i e a control of the form Uk Kellie

If possible we would like a constant gain matrix set Ue Kin



To analyze this problem we write the Hamiltonian

Hk To xEQxu untrue 7nF Axn1Buu
we'll assume 70 1 again

The costate dynamics and transversality conditions are

1k QXie AT7k In SNXN

The stationarity condition is

2141 Rule BTW D Uu B B Tue
24k

The techniques we used before no longer work since the

recursion for Ice is no longer homogenous A method
introduced by Bryson Ho is the sweep method

Since In Snxn assume there are matrices su set

Tie SkXk V K EN

Now we need to find formulas for Su



Substituting into the state equation gives

µ AXK BR BTSe Xu

Solving for Xue gives

Xµ I BR B Su AXu

which is a forward homogenous recursion for the state

Substituting the_Scene into the costate equation gives

SaXu QXu A Su Xue

QXu 1 ATSa I BR BSue AXu

since this must hold for an Xu we see that

5k Q Atsb It BR BSteel A

Another way to write this using the matrix inversion lemme is

Spe Q At See She B B'TheB R BSu A

The above equation is known as the Riccati equation



Since we know 5N we can find all Su We can then

write the control

me pi B'she Xue

We are almost there but Uk depends on Xue which is

a future state

Uk R B Sue AXue Buu

Hr
It R Bts B Uu R B Su AXu

Pre multiplying by 12 and inverting gives

1

Uk Rt BetsyB BTW AXu

we now define the Kalman gain as

1

Kk Rt Btsw B B Su A

so that the control is simply Uk KeXu Note that the

Kalman gain is time varying even though A B Q AR are

time invariant This is a feedback control law since it depends

on our current slate Xie not the initial state Xo



While simple to implement we still have to store a sequenceof
S matrices

Is it possible to come up with a single 5 and hence

constant feedback matrix

One approach is to consider very long time horizons where
N K 00 If the Su recursion reaches steady state then

Su Sue S The above Riccati equation becomes the

Algebraic Riccati Equation ARE

S Q At S SB BTSB R BTS A

The Kalman gain is their constant

when does the limit exist
when is 5 independent of Sn
when is the closedloopsystemstable

Informal Theorem The above hold when

A C is observable where Q EC

and CA B is stabilizable A



How can we find the steady state matrix 5

One approach is to pick an 5N and iterate backward

until a steady state is reached

MATLAB has a built in command i dare


